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It was a spring day in the Southern

Hemisphere, a Friday in September

2000. The sun was shining, and there was

a fire approaching Sydney that would

bring all of Australia together. Great

Britain’s Independent daily published this

account in the following morning’s edition:

“The Olympic flame hit Sydney yesterday and Sydney

went wild. A million people took to the streets to give a

raucous welcome to the morsel of fire that has traveled

halfway around the world and will ignite the cauldron in the

Olympic stadium. … Sydney dissolved into one gigantic

street party. On a gorgeous spring day, they lined the route of

the torch relay: office workers, tourists, children with painted

faces. They hung out of balconies and climbed up lampposts.

They danced, sang, cheered themselves hoarse. … They

brought the city to a standstill … and no

one minded a bit.”

After the sun went down that day, there

was a celebration as the Olympic flame

climbed to the top of a landmark building

in Sydney’s central business district to wait

out the night before continuing its journey.

That landmark happened to be the headquarters of the

Australian insurance company AMP, a Sydney 2000 sponsor

and the presenter of the Olympic Torch Relay that had brought

that morsel of fire and the spirit of the Games all the way from

Greece to the land Down Under.

Everyone in Sydney knew where the torch would end up

that night. Everyone knew the name of the company that had

brought the flame to make possible that celebration atop the

city. It was on everyone’s mind and on everyone’s lips.
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As the Olympic flame now makes its way toward Salt Lake

City for the commencement of the 2002 Olympic Winter

Games, it’s appropriate to ask: Can a company buy that kind of

exposure? Can anyone put a price tag on that kind of priceless

goodwill?

The simple answer is, yes, Olympic sponsorship is a

marketing investment that’s available to companies around the

world. But on another level, no, it just might not be possible to

set a price on the transcendent emotional and inspirational

value that comes with an Olympic partnership.

There’s no way to account for it.

It’s just something that happens.

But what is it?

The Olympic Image
Ten worldwide Olympic sponsors are now partnered with the

International Olympic Committee (IOC), lending support to the

Salt Lake Winter Games, the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens,

and each of the world’s 199 Olympic teams. Accompanying the

worldwide partners are local sponsors that have been working

within the U.S. to support the Salt Lake Games, the Organizing

Committee and the U.S. Olympic team.

These global and growing companies both work to make

the Games happen, and although the contributions of Olympic

sponsors are often conveyed in dollar amounts, the real value

of their support is reflected in the vast infrastructure that they

build for the Olympic Movement with their essential products,

services, technology and personnel.

The total immersion of Olympic sponsors into the staging of

the Games today can be seen in a look back to the last time

the Winter Games were held in the U.S.

Lake Placid 1980 was sponsored by more than 230

companies that provided a mere $30 million to help stage the

Games. The 2002 Winter Games, on the other hand, are

sponsored by far fewer companies that provide far more

support for the Olympic Movement. Combined, 10 worldwide

Olympic partners and just more than 50 Salt Lake sponsors

within the U.S. are providing contributions worth more than

$700 million in direct support of the Salt Lake Games, plus

hundreds of millions more for the Olympic teams and athletes

around the world. Moreover, the programs by which each

sponsor leverages and communicates its Olympic

association—programs that also serve the Olympic Movement

by promoting the Olympic ideals throughout the world—most

often require further substantial investments. The sponsorship

program for Salt Lake even beats that of the much larger-

scaled 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games, as fewer 2002 partners

are providing much greater levels of support.

What’s at the heart of these sponsorship investments?

Insiders call it the Olympic Image. When they try to convey

it, they liken the Image to a commercial brand, while correctly

insisting that it’s a lot more than that. The Olympic Image is an

amalgam of what the Olympic Games offer to the world and

the essence of what the Games mean to us at the emotional

level. It’s also the cornerstone of every Olympic sponsorship,

the guiding force behind the contributions that companies

make to the Olympic Movement and the programs that they

use to communicate their Olympic messages to you and me.

The IOC has conducted global research over the past

decade and a half to better understand the public’s perception

of the Olympic Image, to see whether the values that are

important to the Olympic Movement are the same values that

people find and appreciate in the Games. People from around

the world have offered their perspectives on the Games and

the breadth of emotions that they ultimately stir in us all.

Derived from the research are sport-related concepts like

determination, striving, being the best, participation, and fair

competition. Concepts such as unity, peace, equality,

multiculturalism and dynamism suggest the Games’ deeper

significance for the world. Finally, more personal attributes

define the character of the Games—friendship, dignity, honor,

respect, trust and integrity.

Somehow, amid a field of emotional concepts, the image of

the Olympic Games has become distinct. The concepts that

people believe to be most associated with and most important

to the Olympic Games are the same concepts that Olympic

sponsors latch on to in leveraging their Olympic investments.
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“an opportunity to unite people from around the world to share
in the Olympic ideals common to all nations and cultures”
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Each of these attributes is essential to the Olympic Image

and crucial to the marketing efforts of Olympic partners. “The

Olympic Games transcend sport, balancing noble humanistic

ideals and intense sport-related values,” says IOC marketing

director Michael Payne. “The Olympic Image communicates

equally to people of all ages in all cultures. So the market that

Olympic sponsors are effectively reaching out to—the people

for whom this has potent resonance—is everyone.”

Everyone?

“There is not a person on our planet who cannot identify

with the Olympic Games and what it stands for,” says Mark

Dowley, vice chairman at McCann-Erickson WorldGroup,

emphasizing the universal appeal of the Games and the value

that has for sponsors. “The Olympic Games is the celebration

of what life is truly supposed to be about—a celebration of

humanity. There is not a company in the world that does not

want to identify its very character and products in that light.”

That light, that image, delivers four promises to the people

of the world and gives Olympic sponsors four complementary

messages to communicate.

Hope
More than three quarters of the world’s public believe that the

Olympic Games create a feeling of harmony and peace, and

that nothing brings the world together like the Olympic Games.

The Olympic athletes in competition provide us with a glimpse

of a more perfect and peaceful world, and therein lies the first

of four cornerstones of the Olympic Image: Hope.

Perhaps the most staggering fact to arise from global

studies on the Olympic Image over the years is that a full one

quarter of respondents worldwide consistently believes the

Games to be an active force for world peace. Considering the

magnitude of that very concept, one out of every four is

overwhelming. And there are moments in recent Olympic

history that validate the idea—the athletes of North Korea and

South Korea marching together in the Opening Ceremony of

the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games being just one example.

Ultimately, the idea that the Olympic Games would elicit

thoughts of world peace is telling for one very simple reason: It

offers a view into the heart of the Olympic Image, into the

special character that distinguishes the Games and positions

them beyond the realm of mere sport.

Coca-Cola, a worldwide partner that has supported the

Games for more than 70 years, is presenting the Salt Lake

2002 Olympic Torch Relay with U.S. sponsor Chevrolet. For

Coca-Cola, the Games are about our collective passions and

our relationship to common ideals. “When we run the Torch

Relay, people aren’t thinking about athletes or competitive

imagery,” says Stephen Jones, Coca-Cola’s chief marketing

officer. “They’re thinking about a world come together.

Especially today, people need to reach out to others.”

McDonald’s promotes the Olympic ideals and honors

individuals who live those values with trips to the Games. In

2000, McDonald’s brought more than 400 children—selected

for their exemplary records in school, sports and community

service—from around the world to Sydney for the International

Olympic Youth Camp. The company also rewards crew

members who promote Olympic ideals in their communities.

More than 450 McDonald’s crew from around the world will be

in Salt Lake City this month, working to feed thousands of

athletes, media and spectators.

Apart from marketing the only payment system accepted at

the Games, worldwide Olympic partner Visa International has

developed programs that support Olympic athletes and

promote the Olympic ideals to young people around the world.

Visa’s Olympics of the Imagination art competition invites

children to create visual interpretations of Olympic themes.

Nearly 750,000 children have participated over the years, and

Visa has brought 117 young artists from 35 countries to the

Olympic Games since 1994.

Scot Smythe, Visa International’s vice president of

sponsorship and event marketing, calls the program “an

opportunity to unite people from around the world to share in

the Olympic ideals common to all nations and cultures.”

Through their Olympic programs, sponsors communicate

the notion that the Games and the athletes provide an

example for humanity and offer hope for a better world.

Dreams and Inspiration
By all indications, the fundamental truth about the Olympic

Image, and the one thing that every successful sponsor

understands, is this: People cherish and revere the Games

because of one thing—the athletes. The second cornerstone of

the Olympic Image, Dreams and Inspiration, emphasizes that

the determination of Olympic athletes shows us the best of

who we are and who we can be.
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“Since the beginnings of its sponsorship,” says Smythe, “Visa

has focused on and supported the dreams and aspirations of

the athletes.” Smythe calls Visa’s sponsorship of the Olympians

Reunion Center, where past Olympic athletes gather to share

experiences, “a physical manifestation of that support.”

John Hancock takes a grass-roots approach in connecting

with the inspirational value of Olympic athletes, using its

worldwide partnership to offer its 200,000 selling partners the

opportunity to infuse their communities with the excitement of

the Games. Hosting appearances and sponsoring tours with

Olympic athletes are two ways that the company invites people

to experience first-hand the inspiring example of Olympic

athletes, while enhancing the Hancock image.

“Consumers love to see and touch Olympic magic in person,”

says Stephen Burgay, Hancock’s senior vice president of

corporate communications. “Making that possible is a unique

and unbeatable way to differentiate our brand.”

Coca-Cola views the Olympic Games as a “point of

connection” by which people touch something inspirational,

something much larger than themselves. “It’s difficult for people

to connect to the extraordinary superiority of athletics,” says

Jones. “They aspire to it, but they can’t really participate in that.

The Torch Relay is one way in which we connect people

intimately with something that is very, very big.”

Jones speaks of the torchbearers themselves, most of whom

are private individuals who have led inspiring lives within their

own communities, and who have been selected by their fellow

citizens through Coca-Cola and Chevrolet nomination programs.

“Eleven thousand people are going to carry an Olympic torch,”

says Jones. “Eleven thousand people are going to physically

touch something that is going from Greece to Salt Lake City. All

of those 11,000 people are going to talk to their friends and

family, reaching out and touching so many other people.”

For Coca-Cola and many Olympic sponsors, the spirit of the

Games is passionate, inspirational and—perhaps most

important—contagious.

Friendship and Fair Play
A sense of community, tempered by intense competition,

pervades the Games. The Olympic Image communicates not

only the spirit of the athletes, but the values of fair competition

and respect for adversaries. In the example of the athletes, in

the goodwill of the participating nations, and in the spirit of

everyone who enjoys the Games, we discover the third

cornerstone of the Olympic Image: Friendship and Fair Play.

The concepts of friendship and human connection make the

Games a perfect marriage of ideals for Samsung. “Samsung

wants to help people stay connected,” says Il-Hyung Chang, a

senior vice president at Samsung and the head of the Korea-

based company’s Olympic projects. Samsung’s Share the

Moment program offered 42,000 athletes and visitors at the

Sydney Games a chance to share their Olympic experience with

friends and family anywhere in the world with a cellular phone

call. “Our programs reinforce the message that Samsung brings

people and families together,” says Chang.

In a tremendous show of support for the families of Olympic

athletes, Samsung’s Athlete Family Homestay program in

Sydney provided nearly 1,500 athlete family members from 123

countries the opportunity to stay with local host families in

Sydney and share in the Olympic experience.

Samsung will do the same in Salt Lake City this month.

Kodak has supported the Games since their rebirth in 1896.

“Kodak is a great fit in this environment,” says Manuel Rivera,

Kodak’s director of brand development and Olympic programs,

“because by capturing Olympic moments through traditional and

digital photography, we’re able to show and communicate to the

world friendship, peace and excellence.”

Kodak provides photo imaging services for the thousands of

photojournalists at the Games, interactive photo imaging

services for spectators, diagnostic health imaging services for

athletes and other services for organizers.

They’re hitting nearly all of their customer groups through the

Games, and for Rivera, it’s technology with a human angle. “Our

Picture Planet is an interactive, experiential program that allows

spectators to share their memories and emotions.”

The Joy in Effort
One of the difficulties in defining the Olympic Image has been

that the Games appear to be so ingrained in the human

experience, such an integral part of our vernacular, that our

feelings about the Games are tough to articulate. Our close

connection to Olympic symbolism—such as the seemingly

natural link between a gold medal and the notion of being the

best at just about anything—is so deep that it’s difficult to

analyze. Still, the research results are there.

Despite that gold medal example, research consistently

shows that the appeal of the Olympic Games lies largely in their

inclusiveness. Respondents overwhelmingly assert that the

Games are more about taking part than they are about winning.

This emphasis on participation inspires the fourth cornerstone of

the Olympic Image: Joy in Effort.

Olympic sponsors reflect this ideal as they build relationships

with one another and engage in cooperative efforts to make the

Games happen. A perfect example is the consortium of 15
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“As a showcase for talent, teamwork and excellence, the Olympic
Games serve as a competitive benchmark”
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corporations that will deliver the vast and complex information

technology needs for Salt Lake 2002. The IOC sought to nurture

the consortium to reduce the costs of pulling off the mammoth

task of delivering IT solutions at the Games and to ensure that

the right specialized experts are fulfilling each need. On another

level, the spirit of this cooperative effort is all too appropriate for

the Olympic Games.

Leading the consortium is SchlumbergerSema, a relatively

new worldwide sponsor, but a company that has substantial

experience with major sporting events and which has been

involved to some degree with the information technology

solutions at the Olympic Games since Barcelona 1992.

“The Olympic Games are an opportunity for many different

countries to come together in one common interest,” says Irwin

Pfister, SchlumbergerSema’s CEO. “The technology consortium

represents a similar approach. The cooperative spirit of the

consortium is outstanding. Our role as IT integrator for the

Olympic Games is a great arrow in our marketing quiver.” Pfister

notes that the Games’ multinational flavor and global influence

help to elevate the company’s presence and solidify its

reputation as a global leader.

Effort and participation are important in most Olympic

sponsorships. “Our crew is the heart and soul of who we are,

and it is important to us to recognize their efforts and

dedication,” says Jack Greenberg, McDonald’s chairman and

CEO, of the crew they’re sending to the Games. “McDonald’s

world champion crew are outstanding young people who

embody the Olympic ideals of excellence, determination,

commitment and hard work.”

Panasonic provides the audio and video equipment that

captures and transmits images of the Games throughout the

world. In Salt Lake, Panasonic also will provide 16 Astrovision

giant video screens for competition venues, the Salt Lake

Medals Plaza and public areas around the city to bring visitors

closer to the Games—as they did for Sydney 2000.

In Sydney, tourists and visitors and office workers gathered in

public parks and plazas known as Olympic Live sites. Whether

they paused briefly or camped out, all gazed up at Panasonic

screens to catch the Olympic action. On the night of the Closing

Ceremony, while tens of thousands clambered through the

streets to await the fireworks that would appear above Sydney’s

Harbour Bridge, thousands more were content to gather and

watch both the Ceremony and the pyrotechnics via Astrovision.

“To be able to bring the action to the city of Sydney was a

spectacular event for everybody,” says Terry Shorrock, the

assistant general manager for corporate projects at Panasonic

U.S. “We received a strong ovation for our effort.”

Xerox is providing 3,000 pieces of document publishing and

processing equipment for the Olympic Family and the media at

the Salt Lake 2002 Games. The Organizing Committee in Salt

Lake now maintains one of the largest reprographic-producing

centers in Utah, entirely equipped and operated by Xerox.

Why? Anne Mulcahy, Xerox president and CEO, has an

answer: “As a showcase for talent, teamwork and excellence,

the Olympic Games serve as a competitive benchmark.”

Xerox leverages its partnership by becoming a part of the

effort. “We showcase our technologies, our products, our people,

our solutions,” says Nancy Weise, director of worldwide

marketing communications. And there’s inherent value in that.

“We can bring customers behind the curtain to show them

exactly what we’re doing to make the Games more effective,

more efficient, more productive.”

Celebrating Humanity
One of the great things about the Olympic Image is that its

attributes are concrete and meaningful, but not so specific that

they limit the range of potential applications. So there are many

ways for sponsors to communicate Olympic messages.

Rivera makes communicating Kodak’s worldwide Olympic

partnership sound simple. “We don’t need to yell from the top of

the mountain. Our brand is relevant and attached to the

emotional enjoyment that people get from the Games. Our

consumers are using our product and connecting their emotions,

experiences and memories of the Games with our product.”

Smythe says that Visa’s sponsorship “provides member

banks, their merchants and youth from around the world an

opportunity to further the Olympic ideals and celebrate the

essence of the modern Olympic Movement.” Visa uses the

Games to communicate “leadership and consumer trust.”

The IOC is communicating, too.The Celebrate Humanity

campaign of public service announcements was launched in

2000 by the IOC to reinforce the Olympic ideals, and it’s all based

on true inspirational stories in the lives of Olympic athletes.

A father rushes from the stands in Barcelona to help his son,

lame from a hamstring tear, up off the track and across the finish

line. A lone marathoner from Tanzania hobbles into the stadium
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in Mexico City, his leg bruised and bloody and bandaged, to

finish the race hours after the winner has been declared. A

weightlifter presses his burden above his head, then leaps for

joy again and again in knowing that, although he has not won

the gold medal, he has given his very best.

Celebrate Humanity was such a hit during the 2000 Olympic

Games that the slogan quickly became a part of the vernacular

throughout Australia. The IOC recently launched a fresh edition

of the campaign, commemorating equally poignant moments

from the Winter Games.

Though the campaign is young, the image on which it’s based

is hardly new.The Olympic Image has been developing in hearts

and minds throughout the world for more than a century. “We

haven’t conjured the Olympic Image and the Celebrate Humanity

campaign out of thin air in an effort to develop a positioning for

the Olympic brand,” says Payne. “Rather, the campaign simply

reiterates and reinforces what the public has long felt and long

believed to be the essence of the Games.”

The World Olympic, Coming to America 
“The Olympic Image is incredibly consistent across cultures,”

says Andrew Grenville, senior vice president of Ipsos-Reid, who

has spent the past few years helping the Olympic Movement

understand its own image. “Words mean different things to

different people, but the heart of the concept is still there—and

any slight variations in meaning typically reflect a facet of the

culture.” This is true for individual concepts as well as for the

public’s overall perception of the Olympic Image. “The Olympic

Image is more closely associated with heritage and tradition in

Greece than it is elsewhere, not surprisingly.”

For Olympic sponsors, and especially for the growing

companies that sponsor Salt Lake 2002 at the local level, the

benefit of global consistency might be that the sponsors have an

opportunity to expand their reach. It seems that the Games

couldn’t help but delimit the brands of growing U.S. sponsors,

making them more relevant to consumers around the world.

But the soil on which the Games are staged seems to

register little impact on the Olympic partners that already

operate on the global scale. Says Weise of Xerox: “Wherever the

Games are staged, we’re reaching our customers.”

Most worldwide Olympic partners echo that sentiment.

Still, Payne meditates on the deeper significance of the

Games and on concepts quite familiar by now: hope, friendship,

inspiration. “To have these Olympic ideals manifest today in

America or anywhere—Athens, Torino, Beijing—can be

tremendously beneficial to the host country,” Payne says.

“Olympic sponsors bring these ideals to life by providing the

technology, products and services to stage the Games. But

perhaps more important, they lend tremendous support to the

athletes. The national pride that this support engenders can and

does translate into very positive feelings toward our partners.”

Pillars of the Olympic Movement
By making the Games happen, bringing people closer to the

Olympic experience and promoting the Olympic Image and

ideals to the world, sponsors ultimately do for the Olympic

Movement what the Movement could never do for itself alone.

“By building up traditions like the Torch Relay,” says Coca-

Cola’s Jones, “we add back to the reality of what it all stands for.”

Jones points out that if Coca-Cola and Chevrolet were to go

away, the Torch Relay would follow, and far fewer people would

be able to experience the Games at a personal level.

The support that worldwide Olympic sponsors provide goes

not only to the Games, but also to the Olympic athletes in 199

countries, for training and development and travel and lodging.

“People criticize sporting events these days for being overly

commercialized,” says Jones, “but the Olympic athletes need

that support.”

The president of the IOC agrees. Dr. Jacques Rogge believes

that sponsorship has helped to democratize sport worldwide, to

level the playing field for athletes from all countries and to free

the Olympic Games from the blight of political divisiveness. He

recently said as much to the National Press Club in Washington,

D.C., following his first meeting with U.S. President George W.

Bush. “Even though the IOC has received criticism due to its

association with the commercial world, it is this association that

has helped the IOC make its programming more universal,” said

Rogge. “Those who criticize have forgotten the past.”

Answering one of this article’s original questions, Kodak’s

Rivera says, “We’re not buying anything. We are supporting the

Olympic Games and the athletes, and we’re making sure that

people can touch the Olympic Games.”

So, for sponsors, it once again comes down to athletes—and

the passions of people around the world.

“Sponsors are the pillars that support the Olympic Games

and the athletes,” Rogge said recently. “The Olympic sponsors

do not merely bask in the glory of the great Olympic moments

that lift our spirits and inspire the world. The Olympic sponsors

are instrumental in making those moments happen.”

“Sponsors are the pillars that support the Olympic Games
and Olympic athletes”

This article was written by Christopher Redgate.
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